
Melamine floor pads for 
cleaning and restoring floors

XTRACT melamine floor pads are made of an open-cell 
polymeric foam that produces outstanding results 
when cleaning floors

•  Effectively cleans VCT, Terrazzo, Tile, Concrete and 
 Epoxy floors

•  Removes black marks from floors

•  Restores tile and grout without using harsh chemicals

•  Reduces overall cleaning costs

• Available in standard round floor pads, rectangular 
 for oscillating equipment and 4.5” x 10” utility pads

XTRACT 
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What types of floors can I clean with the XTRACT Pad?  
Use on ceramic and porcelain tile, VCT, epoxy, concrete, syn-
thetic wood flooring, terrazzo, stone and rubber floors.

Is this a replacement for a pad already in the Americo 
line? No, XTRACT is a specialty pad designed to be a prob-
lem solver for tile and shallow grout or other problematic ar-
eas where removing soil has become difficult.  For example, 
this specialty pad would be ideal for use on restroom floors. 
Xtract also does an excellent job of eliminating black marks 
without removing finish. It is cost prohibitive to use in wide-
spread general cleaning applications.

Should the XTRACT Pad be used wet or dry?  For op-
timal results, this specialty pad must be utilized after being 
completely saturated.     The movement of the Xtract pad 
causes friction, resulting in the removal of soiled hard-to-
clean areas. Additionally, by keeping the pad wet it reduces 
the drag—this is key to properly using this product. Hitting 
the floor with a spray bottle is just not enough.

What is the life expectancy of these pads?  When used 
on smooth surfaces, the life expectancy  is up to 5,000 sq ft.  
The longevity of this pad is reduced when utilized on uneven 
surfaces or when solely  focused on grout lines.

Will XTRACT remove finish? No, it will not remove finish 
or micro-abrade the floor.  

What types of machines can I use? XTRACT should be 
used on standard speed machines, oscillating machines or 

auto scrubbers.  The melamine cannot handle the RPMs gen-
erated with a UHS machine.

What sizes of XTRACT pads are available?

Can I use a cleaner with the XTRACT Melamine Pad?   
Americo recommends the use of a low pH or appropriate 
GREEN cleaner. Xtract Pads are effective without the use of 
harsh chemicals.

What success stories do you have? In addition to our 
targeted areas, we’re receiving massive amounts of positive 
feedback from those using Xtract on synthetic wood floors —
much like those seen in hospital rooms.  The way it removes 
soil from behind the ridges has been a HUGE hit. We’ve 
had several onsite demonstrations that resulted in immediate 
orders.  It’s effectiveness on rubber flooring has also been 
well documented. We had a major U.S. retailer test it on 
their terrazzo floor, which now rave about the product and 
are currently ordering it from Americo.  View it for yourself!  
See the photos below for actual results of the XTRACT Pads.

    
  

 Round Rectangular Octopus 
 Pad (diameter) Pad Pad
 13” 12” x 18” 4.5” x 10”
 14” 14” x 20”
 17” 14” x 28”
 20” 14” x 32”
Other sizes available by request.  
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Ideal for wet appliations–
must be completely saturated.


